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ELECTRO-MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
By L. Ormond Sparks
Some Really Beautiful
Effects
are
Possible Once the

Player has Mastered
the Technique of an
Electrified

Instru-

ment such as a Guitar
or One -string Fiddle
TO avoid a wrong impression being the conversion of mechanical vibrations of a an identical frequency which are then
created by the title of this article, I musical frequency into electrical variations. amplified and reproduced by means of a

wish to stress that it does not refer to
loudspeaker.
automatic musical reproducers operated by The Electro-Mechanical Method
The sound produced by any string
electricity, but to instruments which depend
In this direction, it is interesting to note instrument is, normally, very weak unless
on electrical oscillations, of an audible -after the foreign inventors of the other good use is made of a sounding -board. It
musical frequency, for the creation of a system-that as far back as 1929, J. Comp- being well known that the tonal quality and
certain band or range of musical tones.
ton, an Englishman, applied for patents amplification of the sound produced is
Since the development of the thermionic relating to the method about to be described. governed solely by the efficiency and design
valve as an oscillator and amplifier of
One might describe this method as of such sounding -boards. One has only to
audible frequencies, there has been many electro-mechanical as against the purely consider such examples as the violin, 'cello,
systems developed for the production of electrical arrangements employing the or piano.
musical tones, but for some unknown reason, characteristics of a valve or valves for the
Bearing in mind the craftsmanship and
they do not appear to have attained any simple reason that it depends for its opera- selection of material-apart from timedegree of popularity.
tion on the vibration of the material (strings necessary to produce a high-grade sounding Many will remember the broadcasts given or wires) which normally produce musical board, it will be appreciated that the initial
by Professor Theremin with his electrical notes, creating weak electrical currents of cost is bound to be high. It is, therefore,

instrument, the range of frequencies of
which is governed by a variation in the
capacity of an oscillatory circuit, such varia-

tion being obtained by the position of the
player's hand with relation to a small rod
which projects from the top of the instrument.

A Remarkable Instrument

Other systems which made use of the

oscillating properties of the thermionic valve

were those developed by Dr. Trautweinthe Trautonium, a most remarkable instrument ; B. Helberger and P. Lertes invented

the Hellertion, while J. Mager-who was

one of the first scientists to investigate the
subject-produced the Sphaerophone.
All of the above are of the " single note "
type, by which I mean it was not possible
to produce, at the same moment, a number
of tones or a chord, although it is possible to
arrange the operating devices so that more
than one instrument is under the operator's

-I suppose I should say player's-control,

thus allowing simple chords to be produced.
While such developments were concerned

solely with the valve as an oscillator-the
resultant notes being, of course, amplified
by other valves-other investigators pro-

ceeded along rather different lines, namely,

Fig. 2.-A close-up view of the unit fitted to a guitar.
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in that direction that the electrical

equivalent differs and scores most, as
the whole sounding -board system can
be dispensed with entirely.
Instruments fitted with Microphones
One is not concerned with sound but

purely the vibrations, and it will be

seen, later, that it is immaterial whether
the strings are mounted on a length of
planking or the finest piece of mahogany. I might add at this stage, that
certain instruments have been classified

as electrical when they are nothing
more than a standard instrument fitted with a microphone. Apart from
this mention, they are not worthy of

inclusion in this article, as the tonal response
is not likely to satisfy a critical musician.

The First Instrument
The first instrument I made was,
strangely enough, not for use in a musical
sense.

It was not made with the idea of

being played, but merely to assist in certain

experiments I was then carrying out with
loudspeakers. It was only at a later date

that I applied the same idea to musical

instruments, the guitar being selected

'u'
Fig. 4.-A one string -fiddle with the unit fitted into place.

capable of handling-without distortion-

interest, I once had it played-by a musician

Those interested in carrying out tests of
apparatus at certain musical frequencies,
will 'see how the apparatus readily lends
itself to such work, as it is capable of producing notes over a very wide range.
The one -string fiddle effect mentioned
above, tempted me to convert one of those
instruments to the electrical method, and I
must say that the effects produced-when
it is in the hands of a capable player-are

using only a 5 -watt amplifier, I had to keep
the control well down, otherwise the
intensity of sound was more in keeping with
that of a small organ.
The Guitar

the frequencies under consideration.

-in a large dance hall, and although I was

The next instrument I converted was an
ordinary very cheap guitar. I selected a
cheap model for two reasons. Firstly, I
did not wish to pay a big price for something to be used for experimental work and,
secondly, I wished to prove that the quality

of the belly or sounding -board would not

affect the tonal response.
The big snag with the making of the unit
was to provide six pole -pieces each having

similar flux densities. Bearing in mind
that the complete magnetic system had to
be compact and light and that space-the
distance between strings - was rather
limited.
The arrangement used for the one -string
fiddle could not be used, therefore, I

devised the unit shown in Fig. 3 for my
first model.

Fig. 3.-(Right) A view of the unit which is fined to the guitar.

(Left) The first guitar unit made.

The belly of the guitar was cut just in
front of the bridge, and a slot made sufficiently large enough to take the bobbins.
The unit being bolted on to the belly. It

was soon found, however, that such an

very different to those usually associated arrangement was not good enough to
because of its appeal and popularity.
The sketch (Fig. 4) shows the basic idea with_such an instrument. As a point of satisfy a critical musical ear.
of the system, and it will be recognised by
There was the question of relative output
anyone with any knowledge of the elementary
of each string, owing to the vast difference
principles of electricity, as an application of
in fundamental frequencies. There was
the theory of the early dynamos.
also the question of microphonic noises and
The wires represents the " string " of the
the little matter of sustained notes and
instrument, it being firmly fixed between
plectrum " flick." However, these snags
the two points a -b with a simple device to
were eventually removed, and the resultant
vary the tension, fitted at a.
unit was such that it could be fitted to any
The vertical metal strip c acts as the

e'

guitar-and providing the instrument was
suitable-it could be used in Spanish or
Hawaiian fashion.

" bridge," and maintains the wire at a
certain distance above the baseboard d,
which in the first model was a piece of

Separate Pick-up Coils
Many of the commercial models-chiefly

ordinary pine wood.
At the point U is fitted the unit which is
shown in detail by Fig. 5. It will be seen
that the unit consists of a horseshoe magnet
m, to which is bolted two soft -iron pole -

American-do not make use of a separate

house spools of very fine wire.

have taken advantage of the fact that a

pieces carrying the bobbins e and f which

pick-up coil for each string, but rely on. one
pick-up arrangement covering the complete
range of frequencies. Again, many of them

The unit is so fixed to the instrument,

sounding -board is not required, making the

body or belly of the guitar out of metal.
That is quite in order, but, if-as I have
seen happen-the associated amplifier

that the wire s is free to vibrate in the gap g
between the pole -pieces, thus creating in e

and f minute electrical currents having a
frequency identical to that of the vibration

packs up during a performance, the instrument cannot be used as an acoustic model
as my design allows.
The photograph of the complete guitararranged for Hawaiian playing-shows
that the unit is neither unsightly or cumber-

of 8.

Producing Notes
If it is desired to produce notes other than

the fundamental, i.e. the note produced by
the open string, it is only a matter of sliding
a finger along 8 and depressing it against
the base -board, after the method adopted

In fact, it does not affect, in any
way, the playing of the instrument as an
some.

ordinary model if so desired.

Personally, I favour finger playing but,
if a plectrum is used, I would suggest that
one be made from fairly stiff material with

with a one -string fiddle.

The weak electrical currents have to be

amplified before they are capable of operating a loudspeaker, and it is necessary to see

that both the amplifier and speaker are

a soft surface, such as rubber, felt,
Fig.5.-Details of the unit used for the one -string fiddle.

leather.

or
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An Electric Guitar
Concise instructions for the Conversion of an

Ordinary Guitar to an "Electric" Model, and
the Making of an Electric.One-string Fiddle
By L. 0. SPARKS

A Simple Example

One of the sim-

pleSt applications of
this system to a
string instrument is

shown in Fig.

a,

magnet of the " U " pattern, its approximate

dimensions being tin. in length, On. in
width and a cross-section of in.
provide a concentrated magnetic field,
in the area of the string, and a 'means .of
mounting- the coils " e " and "f," two

extension pieces have to be made. These are
" electric "
one cut from transformer laminations, or
string fiddle, which,
x Ain. soft iron strip, the latter being'
incidentally, is ideal' bent to= form the " L "-shaped pieces as
for demonstrating, shown in Fig. 2. After filing the horizontal
the basic principle portions to fit the coil bobbins, a tight push
o f the'electrofit being required, the pole -pieces are secured
which

The completed " eleetric" guitar being- used. in conjunction with
the pick-up circuit of a radio receiver.

depicts

an

magnetic system.

The body " d " is
a strip of hard wood

to the introduction of electric
guitars to this country by, I believe,

to the ends of the magnet by means of }in.
square brass rod and two-one each side of
the magnet-brass bolts. This method of
fixing was necessary for the experimental model, owing to the fact that

PRIOR
the popular American exponent of the

the magnet used did not have any
holes drilled in it in convenient
positions.
The gap " g" is approximately

guitar, Ken Harvey, several systems had been
developed for the production of musical tones
by electrical or electro-magnetic means, but
none of them appears to have had any lasting
?iiccess.

C tin., and the unit must be fixed to
the body of the fiddle so that the

-

It was with the full understanding of the
thermionic valve that came the inventions of

string passes along the centre of the

the Trautonium by Dr. Trautwein, the Heller-

soft iron pole -pieces.

Lion by B. Helberger and P. Lertes, the

Sphmrophone by J. Mager, who, incidentally,

Fixing the Unit

gap and parallel to the

There are two methods of fixing,
depending on the shape and size of
the, body. If a plain strip of wood is
used it is best to shape it so that it

was one of the first scientists to investigate

the subject, and, as far back as 1929, the
noteworthy work by an Englishman, J.
The latter applied for patents
Compton.

is a tight fit between the arms of
the' " U " magnet and brings the
string in the correct position. If

connected with what is best described as an
" electro-mechanical " system for the productitin of musical sounds, as against the general

oversize

use of the properties of a valve as an oscillator
by the other investigators. It is the electromechanical system which is now widely used

min-which makes use of two oscillators to

produce an L.F. oscillation equal to the

then

drilled

straight through,
provided short lengths of metal tube
are cut to act as distance pieces
between the inner faces of the
brass clamping pieces and the outer

from the inability to produce chords or a

has been' heard a great deal in this country, is
the Theremin-invented by Professor There-

are

bolts can pass

certain electric organs.
All of the early valve arrangements suffered

good example in this class, and one which

holes

through the wood, the clamping

in conjunction with string instruments and
series of _tones at a given instant ; they were
purely " single -note " instruments, and a

faces of

surfaces of the wooden body, and

slipped over the clamping bolts. The
oversize holes allow final adjustment
to be made.

Output

Terminals

Fig. 2.-An enlarged view of the unit fitted to the
one -string fiddle. Note the method of fixing.

difference between the frequency of the two
oscillators; the range of musical tones being approximately 3ft. x.iiin. x tin. ;

An alternative, and, I think, a
better method, is that which was
used for the second model I made.

the two

governed by varying the capacity of one of the points " a " and " b " form the anchoring
circuits by movement of the player's hand posts for the steel string " s " which passes over
with relation to a small rod which projects the small bridge " c." To allow the tension

from the instrument.
In all the purely electrical arrangements
the thetinionic valve was not used only as a_
generator of musical frequencies, it was also employed to amplify such oscillations to the

of the string to be adjusted " a" is peg -shaped,

Electro-mechanical Methods

normally essential features can be ignored, as

desired audible
loudspeakers.

volume

reproduced

via

If a coil of insulated wire is placed around
a pole -piece of a permanent magnet, and if
by some means the magnetic field about the
pole -piece is disturbed, an electric current
will be created in the coil. The strength of the
current will depend on various factors ;
briefly, the number of turns of wire forming
the coil, the strength of the magnetic field and
the intensity of its disturbance. The frequency
of the current will have a direct relationship
with the frequency of the diSturbance.

and can be rotated in a similar manner to
those used on many string instruments.

The assembly is a skeleton one -string, fiddle ;
if -it is played with a bow the volume of sound

produced would be on the low side as no
sounding board, box, or horn is fitted. By
using' the electro-magnetic system these

one is not concerned with the production of
sound but with the conversion of the vibrations of the string " s " into electrical currents
of identical frequency. The conversion is
obtained by utilising the simple electromagnetic assembly shown in Fig: z, Which

for simplicity we will call the " unit " ; its
position, with relation to the string " s ".and

the bridge " c" is indicated by " u " on Fig. I.
Reference to Fig. 2 will make clear the Fig. 3. -,--Assembly of the electro-magnetic unit,
construction of the unit ; " u " is -a permanent showing how pole -pieces are clamped to magnet.
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For this a commercially produced one -string
The original electro-magnetic system was used in
fiddle of a well-known make -wa'a-used, and it principle, but modified and improved in detail.
had a much _deeper body_ at the bridge end

to allow for, the fixing -of the horn and The Magnetic System
knee -grips. (Fig. 1.)
The permanent magnet

was again of the " U "
This permitted a slot being cut in the body pattern; its dimensions being 3 in. in -length, 2 1 in. in
to accommodate the " U "-shaped magnet width, and a cross-section of lin.
in. It was produced
and bring the horizontal pole -pieces in their by- Messrs. Darwin, Ltd., and I understand it was
correct position for the string. The unit was then a stock
securely held on each side by means of two shape. Near
strips of brass which were fastened to the the top of each
-

"brass clamping pieces and screwed to the arm
wooden body. (See Fig. 2.)

The two coils " e " and " f " were taken

out- of an

"U"

of

the

Was

in.

a
h o 1 e,

old moving -iron loudspeaker, which simplimatters
having a resistance of 4,000 ohms, Lc., 2,000 fied

Fig.

ohms for each coil ; they are- connected in considerably as
series on the unit and one wire from each regards fixtaken to the input terminals of an amplifier. ing the additJust after completing the electric fiddles,

which, incidentally, originated from an assembly made solely to provide a wide range of L.F.
frequencies fcr amplifier and speaker testing, I

pieces, as it is

impossible

heard about electric guitars and decided to teur- to

text, was used for the

b

make one. As tonal response and- volume of . drill the
sound did not matter, I secured a cheap magnets.
Spanish type of guitar and set about convertThe six pole -pieces were made in two sets
ing it to an electric model.- Unlike the one - of three, and were designed to fit on top of the
string fiddle, the electro-magnetic

system had to embrace six strings,
and this presented quite a problem

each string was really essential for
best results. Experiments revealed

One important item to watch when fixing
the pole -piece sections to the magnet is the

B

need for the bed -plate to bed right down
on the surface of the magnet. No gap or

unevenness must exist between the two faces;
otherwise the flux density at the tips of the six
pole -pieces will be reduced considerably.

The Electrical Section

A coil is needed for each pole -piece, and

very satisfactory, so much so that I

the more turns, of wire used in its construction
the better. The limiting factor, however' is

decided to invest in a- hand-niade

2o -fret Hawaiian -Spanish guitar made

the small space between each pole, but the

by John Grey. The fitting of the
unit entailed cutting the belly of the
instrument, and I admit I was "a

writer was able to secure a number of moving -

iron L.S. bobbins of the r,000 ohm type,
which satisfied requirements as regards
width and efficiency.
The pole -pieces have, of course, to be made

little-

fitting.

and the hole " h " which lines up with the
hole in each arm of the magnet, a suitable

the belly of the guitar, but more- about that

more
faithful
response
and
uniform output during all styles
of playing.
The completed instrument was

worried, as the appearance of the
guitar is in no way marred by the

The fixing of the completed assemblies to
the magnet is by means of the portion " A "

'later.

the system shown in Fig. 4, which
provides a pole -piece and coil for
each string, thus ensuring a 'Mtich

apprehensive about touching
the beautifully finished woodwork.
-However,
I
need
not have

initial experiments.

-see Fig. 6-secures the complete unit to

that it was possible to use one magnet

and collectively. Eventually I devised

-

bolt being used to secure the parts. The hole
" B " in the bed -plate is tapped, say, 4 I3.A.,
and takes a tin. round -headed nickel -plated
bolt, which, in conjunction with the top -plate

as a- uniform magnetic field around

and one large coil, or, two magnets
and one or two coils, but I was not
satisfied with the response obtained
from all the six- strings individually

wood, as described -in the

--speak-

ing for
the ama-

second

verted to an " electric"
inode7 by the writer of
this article: - A' strip of

ional pole -

The Guitar

I.-The

attempt.
This is a
cominercially. produced
one -string fiddle con-

Fig. 4.-The magnetic unit for the six -string guitar.
The additional pole -pieces are assembled and then

to suit the bobbin hole ,or slot; therefore, be-

fore shaping these parts, it is advisable to

secure the bobbins first, otherwise the pole pieces might be too large or too small. The
extremities of the " U " of the permanent cheeks of some bobbins project beyond their
magnet'as indicated by Fig. 4. The original coils ; in such instances it is often possible
sets were cut from the solid, the material being to utilise what at first sight might appear to
bolted to magnet.

mild steel, and then riveted to their bed - be oversize bobbins, by carefully rubbing
plates "C" (which were cut from a piece of down the cheeks, provided the winding is not
;
tin. x sin. angle -iron, each being tin: in damaged.
Before
and
after
placing the boh,bins on
length): Accurate marking off is essential,
the
pole
-pieces,
apply
a simple continuity test
otherwise the pole -pieces will not- line up
with the strings of the guitar and/or it will be to make quite sure that the windings are
found impossible to slide on the coil bobbins.
The distance between pole -pieces shown in
the diagram seems universal, but it would be

as well to check the string spacing of the
guitar under consideration, before marking
off the metal work. An alternative system
of construction is shown in Fig. 5. The
points for the pole -pieces are marked off
on a small iron strip iiin. x tin. tin., and

intact.

If all is well, they are then connected

in series by neatly soldering the end of one
winding to the start of its neighbour, and so on.

See that all joints are insulated so that they
cannot short-circuit through any of the
metal -work.
When this is completed, two
wires will remain unconnected (the start of the
first, and the end of the last bobbin). Theie

form the connections for the output of the

the small slots " D ' cut. The pieces for the unit, and they should be lengthened by joining
pole -pieces, which, incidentally, can be made on, say, r8in, of flexible instrument wire or,
out of the waste cut from the angle -iron even fine twin twisted flex.
during its shaping, are provided with the tongue

E " so dimensioned that it forms the male Fitting to Guitar
The following figures are given only as a
fitting for the slot. When located, the tongue
guide,
as many of them will be governed by
is riveted over, care being taken to see that
Fig. 5.-An alternative method of constructing the pole -pieces are at right angles to the strip. the size of the bobbins used and individual
the sets of three pole -pieces' as explained in the The completed parts are then riveted to the construction. .With the assembly described,
text.

bed -plates as in the other method.

/Continued on page 2c6`,
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technology, vulcanisation, has been disputed
by technickl historians at great lengths. The
question will probably never be settled. The
Americans naturally claim their countryman,
Goodyear, to be the discoverer of vulcanisation (surprisingly enough, little is said about
Hayward, Goodyear's co-worker), while the
British claim Thomas Hancock as the
originator of vulcanisation.
It is certain that neither Hancock nor Good-

year copied each other. They were truly
independent- workers who were separated
from each other by the then vast expanse of the

Atlantic Ocean. Yet by some not infrequent
twist of fate, they both worlted along closely
parallel channels.
The disccivery of vulcanisation, together
with Hancock's use of white lead, and afterwards of litharge, as an ". assistant " to the

dated itself and forthwith settled down to the
detailed working -out of its processes.

compounds into rubber in order to assist and
modify the vulcanisation process is entirely a

A further advance in rubber technology modern development, and one which will

came towards the middle of the last century assuredly yet be extended in scope.
when Alexander Parkes, a one-time Birmingham locksmith, discovered a " cold process " Synthetic Rubber
of vulcanisation which consisted of immersing
Synthetic rubber has its many indisputable
the rubber material in a solution of sulphur
advantages,
but, at the present time, natural
chloride in carbon disulphide.
rubber excels the synthetic product in point
The commercialisation of the bicycle and, of excellence and durability. Moreover, it is
at a later date, of the motor vehicle, further long likely to do so. For this reason, the
increased the sphere of the rubber industry. temporary cessation of natural rubber supplies
Rubber plantations had been developed care- which the present world war has unfortunately

fully fora number of years. The study of brought about must, so far as possible, be
rubber -producing trees had been carefully made good with the coming of peace. Natural
undertaken by a number of English botanists. rubber is one of the world's truly essential
Hence it was that at the beginning of the commodities. It is one which has enormous
present century supplies of rubber for this technical promise, the scope for invention and

discovery in the realm of rubber being as great
process, made possible the production of country were adequate.
Modern rubber research still continues. nowadays as it was in the early days of its
durable articles of solid rubber. The rubber
industry, in these formative years, consoli- The introduction of various complex organic now historic technology.

AN ELECTRIC GUITAR

into the interior of the instrument ; get the
pole -pieces and bobbins up through the
the aperture shown in Fig. 6 was cut in the aperture, and, with the other hand, place
belly of the guitar, about a centre line parallel the top -plate over the bobbins and pass
with and ;in. in front of the bridge of the one of the round -head nickel -plated bolts
(Continued from page 203).

volume control foot -operated, and with this

method it is not difficult to arrange the
operating device in such a manner that the
tremolo

effect,

normally

associated with

organs, can be obtained by a slight motion

through one hole in the plate, the belly, and- of the foot. Similarly, a tone -control can be
after locating it-one of the holes " B " in the incorporated, but this, I think, calls for careful
required outline-by drilling a series of bed -plate. Don't screw it right home ; just consideration, otherwise the true beauty and
lin. holes around the inside of the outline. a thread or two will be sufficient until you get range of the instrument can be ruined by
To avoid possible splintering of the polished the other screw through the other end. false unbalanced coloration. It is far better,
surface, it is a good plan to go over the scribing Tighten both gradually, making sure that at least in my idea, to concentrate on the
amplifier and loudspeaker to ensure that they
lines before drilling with a fine sharp cutting the unit comes into the required position.
edge just to sever the top surface and the
The strings and bridge are then refitted, are good, and get all the effects one requires
grain of the wood. With a sharp chisel, it is and, if all. is' well, the tips of the pole -pieces b'y playing accordingly.
Owing to the use of the electro-magnetic
will be., dead underneath
their respective strings and, system of reproduction, one need not be
approximately, tin. below concerned with the quality of the guitar ; in

After removing all strings the
wood was cut out-after lightly scribing the
instrument.

fact, the six strings could be mounted on a
piece of board, and, provided the magnetic
ready for connection to an system was arranged as already described,
them. After tuning, the
is then
electric guitar

highly satisfactory results would be obtained.

amplifier.

Quite a number of American models were
constructed without any resonating body or

Amplification

To obtain the true ad- belly, and, so long as the amplifier responded,

vantages

offered

by

the

electro-magnetic system, it
is essential to use a first-rate

amplifier and loudspeaker,
otherwise results-as regards
Fig. 6. -The com- tonal qualities and faithful
pleted electro-mag- reproduction-will be far
netic unit fitted to from satisfactory.
the guitar.
What wattage output is

then possible gradually and carefully to cut

through material between the holes, and,
eventually, square up the opening thus
formed. Do not exert undue pressure duling

any of the above operations, otherwise there
is the danger of cracking the belly.
The top -plate can be cut out of tin. aluminium, or, if nickel -plating can be done, brass.
Bevel the outside edges and drill the fixing

holes to line up with those ("B ") on the
The top -plate can, of
bed -plates " C.

required from the amplifier?

all was well but, it the latter broke down-and
this is a possibility one has to contend with,
though, of course, it is not usual-then the
performer was placed in an awkward position.

With the model I have described, one can
play it with or without an amplifier, as the
normal sound -reproducing qualitieS of the
instrument are not impaired in any way by
the fitting of the electro-magnetic unit.

This is a question which must be answered A.C./D.C. Circuit
by the player according to his requirethe guitar is to be used for band work
ments. For example, for solo and normal or If
professional
engagements, it would be
playing in a room of average size, one
advisable
to
use
an amplifier designed for
output
than
the
less
would require far
operation
off
A.C./D.C.
supplies, as it is not
player in a dance band performing in a large always certain that A.C.
be available.
hall. I have obtained ample output for home One advantage, in additionwill
to that concerned
use from an amplifier having a rated output with the supply of electricity,
offered by this
of 3 watts ; on the other hand, I have had my type of circuit, is that it can usually
be more
guitar played in a super -cinema (by a musician)
much
lighter
than
an
A.C.
compact
and
with only a 5 -watt amplifier and the volume

course, be used as a template for marking out was quite sufficient. Something around these
the opening and locating drilling holes on the figures, therefore, appear to be the required
belly. I made the holes slightly oversize, to value, although, of course, for dance band
work one must bear in mind the background
allow final line-up adjustments to be made.

operated amplifier, especially if an energised
speaker is used.

Owing to the fact that the chassis or common
negative line of A.C./D.C. equipment is

noise of the dancers, etc., and the size and common with one side of the mains, it is
necessary to take certain precautions to protect
acoustic properties of the hall.
Getting the. Unit In
the player from the possibility, of shocks at
resistance
-capacity
I would recommend
The circular hole in the belly of the guitar
Provided the first valve in
mains voltage.
coupling
with
two
triodes
in
push-pull
(Class
is, approximately, Sin. in diameter on my
model, and it did not allow any too much A) in the output stage. Two stages of the amplifier has across its grid -cathode
,room for the unit to pass through. This is a voltage amplification preceding the P.P. circuit its grid -leak or potentiometer (volume
point to be watched, as if the hole is smaller, arrangement. A good make of permanent control), the two leads from the guitar unit
then it would be advisable to use a shorter magnet speaker is. advisable as it dispenses can be connected to the grid and earth line
with energiging leads and thus gives greater via mica dielectric condensers, each having
magnet.
a capacity of, say, .00r mfd. to .or mfd.
Before fitting the unit, the twin leads from latitude as regards its location.
An alternative method is to use a suitable
A volume control-o.5 megohms-can be
the bobbin assembly are soldered to.a single circuit jack, and this is fitted into a suitable connected across the output from the unit, designed transformer between unit and input
hole drilled in the foot or side of the instru- and, if so desired mounted on the guitar to valve, and the component can have a
within easy reach of the right hand. An ratio of r : r or higher according to the
ment.
With a little manipulation, the unit is got alternative arrangement is to make the characteristics of the unit.

4
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An Electric Guitar
This article, dealing with the conversion of an ordinary

guitar to an electric one and the construction of an

electric one -string fiddle, was first published in " Practical
Mechanics " in March, 1943, and is reprinted here in
response to readers' requests.

have a direct relation- fit being required, the pole -pieces are secured
ship with the fre- to the ends of the magnet by means of +in.
quency of the distur- square brass rod and two-one each side
bance.
of the magnet-brass bolts. This method of
fixing was necessary for the experimental

model owing to the fact that the magnet
did not have any holes drilled in it at
One of the simplest used
convenient
positions.
applications of string
The
gap
" g " is approximately lin., and
instruments is shown
in Fig. t, which de- the units must be fixed to the bodys of the
picts an " electric " fiddle so that the string passes along the
one - string fiddle, centre of the gap and parallel to the faces
A Simple Example

which, incidentally, is

of soft iron pole -pieces.

ideal for demonstrat-

ing the basic principle Fixing the Unit
pRIOR to the introduction of electric of the electro-magnetic system.
There are two methods of
deguitars to this country by, I believe,
The body " d" is a strip of hardwood pending on the shape and size offixing,
the body.
the popular American exponent of the approximately 3ft. x 1Zin, x tin., the two If a plain strip of wood is used it is best
guitar. Ken Harvey, several systems had points " a " and " b " form the anchoring to shape it so that it is a tight fit between
been developed for the production of musical poets for the steel string " s," which passes the arms of the " U" magnet and brings the
stones by electrical or electro-magnetic over the small bridge " c." To allow the string in the correct position. If over -size
means, but none of them appears to have tension of the string to be adjusted, " a " is holes are then drilled through the wood,
had any lasting success.
peg -shaped, and can be rotated in a similar: the clamping bolts can pass straight through,
f ,It was with the full understanding of the manner to those used on many stringed provided short lengths of metal tube are
thermionic valve that came the inventions instruments.
cut to act as distance pieces between the
The assembly is a skeleton one -string inner faces of the brass clamping pieces and
of the Trautonium by Dr. Tiautwein, the
Hellertion by B. Helberger and P. Lerts, the fiddle ; if it is played with a bow the volume the outer surfaces of the wooden body, and
Sphaerophone by J. Mager who, incident- of sound produced would be on the low slipped over the clamping bolts. The overally, was one of the first scientists to investi- side as no sounding board, box or horn is size holes allow final adjustment to be made.
gate the subject, and, as far back as x929, fitted. By using the electro-magnetic
An alternative and, I think, a better
the noteworthy work by an Englishman, system these normally essential features can
,

The latter applied for patents be ignored, as one is not concerned with the
(connected with what is best described as an production of sound but with the conversion
electro-mechanical " system for the pro- of the vibrations of the string " s " into elecfduction of musical sounds, as against the trical currents of identical frequency. The
,general use of the properties of a valve as an conversion is obtained by utilising the simple
oscillator by the other investigators. It ;s electro-magnetic assembly shown in Fig. 2,
the electro-mechanical system which is now which for simplicity we will call the " unit ";
,widely used in conjunction with stringed in- its position, with relation to the string " s
-and the bridge " c " is indicated by " u " on
struments and certain electric organs.
1J. Compton.

It All of the early valve arrangements
suffered from the inability to produce chords

or a series of tones at a given instant ; they
were purely " single note " instruments, and
a good example in this class, and one which
has been heard a great deal in this country,
Theremin-invented by Professor
Fis the
iTheremin-which makes use of two oscillators to produce an L.F. oscillation equal to
ithe difference between the frequency of the
,two oscillators ; the range of musical tones
being governed by varying the capacity of
one of the circuits by movement of the
player's hand with relation to a small rod
which projects from the instrument.
In all the purely electrical arrangement,
the thermionic valve was not used only as a
generator of musical frequencies ; it was
also employed to amplify such oscillations
to the desired audible volume reproduced
via loudspeakers.

Electro-mechanical Methods
If a coil of insulated wire is placed around
a pole -piece of a permanent magnet, and if
,by some means the magnetic field about the
pole -piece is disturbed, an electric current
will be created in the coil. The strength
of the current will depend on various factors ; briefly, the number of turns of wire

Fig.
cially

.-A

Note :-For experi-

ments a strip of wood

may be used for the
one -string fiddle.

commer-

produced one string fiddle converted
to an electric model.

Fig. i. Reference to Fig. 2 will make clear
the construction of the unit ; " u " is a permanent magnet of the " U " pattern, its

Fig. 3.-Assembly of

tlin. in width, and a cross-section of -:in.

unit, showing h o w

approximate dimensions being 2in. in length,
x ;Tin.

To provide a concentrated magnetic field

in the area of the string, and a means of

the

electro-magnetic

pole -pieces are
clamped to the magnet.

mounting the coils " e " and " f," two exten- method, is that which was used for the
sion pieces have to be made. These are cut second model I made. For this a commercially
from transformer laminations, or lin. x produced one -string fiddle of a well-known
3/16in. soft iron strip, the latter being bent make was used, which had a much deeper

forming the coil, the strength of the mag- to form the "L " shaped pieces as shown body at the bridge end to allow for the
netic field and the intensity of its disturb- in Fig. 2. After filing the horizontal por- fixing of the horn and knee grips (Fig. I).
ance. The frequency of the current will tions to fit the coil bobbins, a tight push
This permitted a slot being cut in the
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accommodate the " U "-shaped
magnet and bring the horizontal pole -pieces
body to

in their correct position for the string. The

unit was securely held on each side by
means of two strips of brass which were
fastened to the brass clamping pieces and

" U " pattern, its dimensions being 3 3/16in.
in length, 21in. in width, and a cross-section
of 4in. x lin. It was produced by Darwins,
Ltd., Fitzwilliam Works, Tinsley, Sheffield,
and I understand it was then a stock shape.

Near the top of each arm of the " U " was
screwed to the wooden body. See Fig. 2. a 3/16in. hole which simplified matters
The two coils "e " and " f " were taken considerably as regards fixing the additional
out of an old moving -iron loud -speaker
having a resistance of 4,000 ohms., i.e.,

pole -pieces, as it is impossible for an amateur

to drill the magnets.
The six pole -pieces were made in two
2,000 ohms for each coil ; they were connected in series on the unit and one wire from sets of three, and were designed to fit on
each was taken to the input terminals of an top of the extremities of the " U " of the
permanent magnet as indicated by Fig. 4.
amplifier.
the

The Guitar
After
which,

completing
incidentally,

the electric fiddles,
originated from an

assembly made solely to provide a wide
range of L.F. frequencies for amplifier and
speaker testing, I decided to make an electric
As tonal response and volume of
guitar.
sound did not matter, I secured a cheap

Spanish type of guitar and set about converting it to an electric model. Unlike the
one -string fiddle, the electro-magnetic system

original

sets

were

cut

from

the

solid, the material being mid steel, and then
riveted to their bed -plates " C," which were
cut from a piece of tin. x tin, angle -iron, each
being tin. in length. Accurate marking off

is essential, otherwise the pole -pieces will not

line up with the strings of the guitar and/or

it will be found impossible to slide on the coil
bobbins. The distance between pole -pieces
shown in the diagram seems unversal, but it
would be as well to check the string spacing
of the guitar under consideration, before

had to embrace six strings and this pre- marking off the metal work. An alternative
sented quite a problem as a uniform magnetic system of construction is shown in Fig. 5.
field around each string was really essential The points for the pole -pieces are marked off
for best results. Experiments revealed that on a small iron strip 'lin. x sin. x *in., and
it was possible to use one magnet and one the small slots " D ' cut. The pieces for the
large coil or two magnets and one -or two pole -pieces which, incidentally, can be made
coils, but I was not satisfied with the response
obtained from all the six strings individually
and collectively. Eventually I devised the

out of the waste cut from the angle -iron

during its shaping, are provided with a tongue

"E," so dimensioned that it forms the male
system shown in Fig. 4, which provides a fitting for the slot. When located, the tongue
pole -piece and coil for each string, thus is riveted over, care being taken to see that
ensuring a much more faithful response and the pole -pieces are at right angles to the

Fig. 5.-LAn alternative method of constructing
the sets of three pole -pieces.

otherwise the flux density at the tips of the
six pole -pieces will be reduced considerably.

The Electrical Section
A coil is needed for each pole -piece and
the more turns of wire used in its construction the better. The limiting factor, however, is the small space between each pole,
but the writer was able to secure a number
of moving -iron L.S. bobbins of the t,000
ohm type, which satisfied requirements as
regards width and efficiency.

uniform output during all styles of playing. strip. The completed parts are then riveted
The completed instrument was very satis- to the bed -plates as in the other method.
The fixing of the completed assemblies to
The pole -pieces have, of course, to be
factory, so much so that I decided to invest
in a hand -made 20 -fret, Hawaiian -Spanish the magnet is by means of the portion." A " made to suit the bobbin hole or slot ; therethe hole " h " which lines up with the fore, before shaping these parts it is advisguitar made by John Grey. The fitting and
hole
in each arm of the magnet, a suitable able to secure the bobbins first, otherwise the
of the unit entailed cutting the belly of the
pole -pieces might be too large or too small.
instrument, and I admit I was a little appre5'
The cheeks of some bobbins project beyond
hensive about touching the beautifully
their coils ; in -such instances it is often
However, I need not
finished woodwork.
possible to utilise what at first sight might
have worried as the appearance of the guitar
appear to be oversize bobbins, by carefully
was in no way marred by the fitting. The
rubbing down the cheeks, proorginal electro-magnetic system was used in
vided the winding is not damaged.
principle but modified and improved in

Before and after placing the

detail.

The Magnetic System

The permanent magnet was again of the

bobbins on the pole -piece, apply
simple continuity test to make quite sure
that the windings are intact. If all is

B

well, they

are then connected in

series

by neatly soldering the end of one winding to the start of its neighbour and so
on.
See that all joints are insulated so
that they cannot short-circuit through any

of the metal work. When this is completed,
two wires will remain unconnected-the start

of the first, and the end of the last bobbin.
These form the connections for the output
of the unit, and they should be lengthened by
joining on about t8in. of flexible instrument
wire or even fine twin twisted flex.

Fitting to Guitar
The following figures are given only as a
guide, as many of them will be governed by
Fig. 4.-The magnetic unit for the size of the bobbins used and individual
With the assembly described,
the six -string guitar. The addi- construction.
the
aperture
shown
in Fig. 6 was cut in the
tional pole -pieces are assembled
belly
of
the
guitar,
about
a centre line parallel
the
magnet.
and then bolted to
bolt being used to secure the parts. The
hole " B " in the bed -plate is tapped, say,

with and iin. in front of the bridge of the

All the strings were removed
and, after lightly scribing the required outinstrument.

4 B.A., and takes a lin. round -headed line, the wood was cut out by drilling a series

Output

Terminals

nickel -plated bolt, which, in conjunction
with the top plate (see Fig. 6), secures the
complete unit to the belly of the guitar, but
more about that later.
One important item to watch when fixing
the pole -piece sections to the magnet is the
need for the bed -plate to bed right down on

Fig. 2.-An enlarged view of the unit fitted to the surface of the magnet. No gap or unthe one -string fiddle. Note the method of fixing. evenness must exist between the two faces

of *in. holes around the inside of the outline.
To avoid possible splintering of the polished

surface, it is a good plan to go over the
scribing lines before drilling with a fine, sharp

cutting edge, just to sever the top surface
and the grain of the wood. With a sharp
chisel, it is then possible gradually and carefully to cut through material between the

holes and, eventually, square up the opening
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thus formed. Do not exert undue pressure otherwise tonal qualities and faithful reproduring any of the above operations, otherwise duction will be far from satisfactory.
there is danger of cracking the belly.
What wattage output is required from the
The top -plate can be cut out of Bin. alum- amplifier ? This is a question which must
inium, or, if nickel -plating can be done, brass. be answered by the player according to his
Bevel the outside edges and drill the fixing requirements. For example, for solo and
holes to line up with those " B " on the bed - normal playing in a room of average size one
plates " C." The top -plate can, of course, would require far less output than the player
be used as a template for marking out the in a dance band performing in a large hall. I
opening and locating drilling holes on the have obtained ample output for home use from
belly.
Make the holes slightly oversize, an amplifier having a rated output of three
to allow final line-up adjustments to be made.

Getting the Unit In

The circular hole in the

belly

of

the

guitar

is,

April, 1953
be obtained by a slight motion of the foot.

Similarly, a tone -control can be incorporated,

but this, I think, calls for careful consideration, otherwise the true beauty and range of
the instrument can be ruined by false,

unbalanced coloration. In my opinion it is
far better to concentrate on the amplifier and
loudspeaker to ensure that they are good,
and get all the effects by playing accordingly.

Owing to the use of the electro-magnetic
system of reproduction one need not be concerned with the quality of the guitar ; in fact,
the six strings could be mounted on a piece
of board and, provided the magnetic system
was arranged as already described, highly
satisfactory results would be obtained. Quite

approximately, 3fin. in dia-

a number of American models were constructed without any resonating body or
belly. As long as the amplifier responded
Top Plate all was well, but if the latter broke down

be watched, as if the hole is
smaller, then it would be

though, of course, it is not usual) the per-

meter on my model, but it
did not allow any too much
room for the unit to pass
through. This is 'a point to

this is a possibility one has to contend with,

former was in an awkward position.
the model

advisable to use a shorter

I

have

described

one

With
can

play it with or without an amplifier, as the
normal sound -reproducing qualities of the
instrument are not impaired in any way by
magnetic unit the fitting of the electro-magnetic unit.

magnet.

Fig. 6. - The
completed electro-

Before fitting the unit, the

twin leads from the bobbin
assembly are soldered to a

fitted to the guitar.

single -circuit jack and this is
fitted into a suitable hole

A.C./D.C. Circuit
watts
;
on
the
other
hand,
I
have
had
my
drilled in the foot or side of the instrument. guitar played in a super -cinema (by a
If the guitar is to be used for band work or
With a little manipulation the unit is musician) with only a 5 -watt amplifier and professional engagments it would be advisable
fitted into the interior of the instrument. the volume was quite sufficient. Something to use an amplifier designed for operation
Bring the pole -pieces and bobbins up through around these figures, therefore, appears to be on A.C./D.C. supplies, as it is not always
the aperture and, with the other hand, place the required value, although, of course, for certain that A.C. will be available. One
the top -plate over the bobbins and pass one dance band work one must bear in mind advantage offered by this type of circuit is
of the round -head nickel -plated bolts through the background noise of the dancers, etc., and that it can usually be more compact and
one hole in the plate, the belly and, after the size and acoustic properties of the hall. much lighter than an A.C, operated amplifier,
especially if an energised speaker is used.
locating it, one 'of the holes, "B," in the
I would recommend resistance -capacity
Owing to the fact that the chassis or
bed -plate. Do not screw it right home ; coupling with two triodes
in push-pull common negative line of A.C./D.C. equipjust a thread or two will be sufficient until (class A) in' the output stage, two
of ment is common with one side of the mains,
you get the other screw through the other voltage amplification preceding stages
the
P.P.
end. Tighten both gradually, making sure arrangement. A good make of permanent it is necessary to take certain precautions
that the unit comes into the required position. magnet speaker is advisable as it dispenses to protect the player from the possibility of
shocks at the mains voltage. Provided the
The strings and bridge are then refitted with energising leads and gives greater first
valve in the amplifier has across
its

and4 if all is well, the tips of the pole -pieces

latitude as regards its location.
will be exactly underneath their respective ' A o.5-megohm volume control can be grid -cathode circuit its grid -leak or potentiostrings and approximately }in. below them. connected across the output from the unit meter (volume control), the two leads from the
After tuning, the electric guitar is ready for and, if so desired, mounted on the guitar guitar unit -can be connected to the grid and
earth line via' mica dielectric condensers,
connection to an amplifier.
within easy reach of the right hand. An having capacities of..00z mfd. to .or mfd.
alternative arrangement is to make the volume
An alternative method is to use a suitably
Amplification
control foot -operated and with this method designed transformer between unit and input
To obtain the true advantages offered by it is not difficult to arrange the operating to valve, and the component can have a
the electro-magnetic system it is essential device in such a manner that the tremolo ratio of z : z or higher according to the
to use a first-rate amplifier and loudspeaker, effect, normally associated with organs, can characteristics of the unit.

A Deodorant Container

I 'Length required inserted

through slot in /id and

By D. S. NOBLE
THIS rubbish -bin deodorant container consists of a shallow, inverted, cone -shaped
container in which a block of naphthalene or
similar material is placed. Details of the

bent,down

Method of fitting to

various parts are given in the diagrams.

The container can be attached

el

to the

interior of the rubbish -bin lid in a couple
of minutes, a small slot being pierced just
underneath the handle with a small flat
piercing tool. The Y-shaped clip is inserted
through the hole in the base of the cone,
through the deodorant block and the slot
in the lid, the tabs being bent down flat on
top of the lid. To remove, the two lower
cleats are simply pressed together and the

To be constructed

1"..\.ot tin plate.
galvanisediron.or,

underside of /id

Mild, steel

aluminium
Size 5Cl ie. x I 7,2'efeep..,

To remove container

press lower cleats together
,11

Cone shaped Naphthalene block

container will drop off.
The deodorant block is made with a sin.

with hole through centre,

weight approximately 6 ozs

hole through the centre to enable the clip
to be attached. The effective life of the block
is many months, and judging by a container
already in use it is most effective, being

at its best in the hot weather, the bin being
entirely free of flies and ants as well as any
unpleasant smells.

Flat piercing, tool MS

2ft v9.16 z

Constructional details of
a rubbish -bin deodorant
container.

